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PREFACE
I do not mean to imply that the format of this 
systems analysis adheres to the proper and accepted format 
of a typical systems analysis. Whereas this paper was written 
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of 
Master of Business Administration and, at the same time, is 
fully intended to be implemented in a real data processing 
environment, it has been my intention to merge both a general 
and a specific subject treatment within one paper. That is,
I have attempted to pull together: (1) my opinions on the
type of analysis necessary for properly implementing a small 
business mini-computer application, and (2) an actual analysis 
design, and implementation reflecting those opinions.
Although it is generally agreed that a systems analysi 
has no specific procedural guidelines to be followed, I have 
attempted to follow the format recommended and accepted by 
most practitioners in the field. But, where necessary, I 
have modified this format to make the art of Systems Analysis 
more practical and effective in the marriage of the small busi 
ness community with applicable data processing technologies 
(which are presently geared mostly to larger installations).
Ultimately, the success (or failure) of this marriage 
will be the acceptance (or rejection) of the mini-computer by
the small business community. Profitability and efficiency 
will dominate in the acid test of user acceptance, with pro­
cedures taking their rightful place in contributing to that 
profitability and efficiency. To the extent that small busi­
ness operations and needs are different from large businesses, 
corporations, and institutions, then the procedures of a 
small business systems analysis must conform to meet the needs 
of the particular business. I will strive to give proper re­
cognition to both aspects in this paper.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The data processing industry until now has been 
characterized by relatively large scale applications where 
a large business workload could be handled more economic­
ally by a computer. As the computer industry developed, it 
became more and more proficient at adapting itself to per­
forming clerical functions in the larger corporations and 
institutions. In addition, at the forefront of the computer 
frontier were the innovative corporations and institutions 
who saw a unique capability in the computer in addition to 
its workhorse function. It was increasingly being used as a 
management tool, aiding in the solution to the one-time, 
novel decisions to which policy-setters in business must 
address themselves. The academicians in the educational 
institutions were aiding this innovation by incorporating 
the more analytical techniques of business theory and prac­
tice with the quantum leaps in data processing capability 
made possible by the computer.
Initially, both emphasis and implementation wcjre
$geared towards the types of decisions and operations that 
were more typical of large businesses and government. Size 
enabled them to employ specialists who were able to apply
the relatively expensive data processing facilities under a 
cost savings or profit oriented goal structure.
Technological developments in the relatively new 
industry were tremendous in the 1950's and 1960's and more 
and better equipment was made available. Although much of 
the development was in the area of process speed and capa­
bility, both in hardware and software, the costs of computer 
data processing began to drop. As these costs dropped, real­
istic computer applications began to appear in smaller and 
smaller firms. New software developments and a growing 
educational arm geared to producing computer programmers and 
systems analysts began to build a pool of technicians that 
could adapt the increasing scope of the various business 
functions to a computer.processing environment. The advan­
tages to a company of a properly designed computer data 
processing system were tremendous and the computer hardware 
and software industry responded with more and better products.
As with any significant development, the progress 
was scarred by misapplications and disappointments. On one 
hand was an eager portion of the business world ready to sub­
scribe to the new technology and, on the other, an overzealous, 
fledgling industry that often couldn't resist the temptation
I exploit the complexity and unfamiliarity that existed with 
their new product lines.
Today, save for the future hardware and software 
developments that will apply to the larger institutions, the 
momentum has slowed. The market has established itself and
3
has filled the huge void that previously existed.
In the meantime part of the path of computer tech­
nology began to redirect itself. More and more, costs fell 
in line and the threshold level for data processing capa­
bility continued its downward trend. Each advancement that 
pushed the entry level lower tapped a larger and larger 
segment of the business world where application was justified.
The backlog effect probably was the limiting factor 
in the rate of new applications and installations. Like the 
filling of a closed funnel, it took more and more output to 
convert a given dollar segment of the business community to 
computerized data processing.
Today, there remains that last but largest segment of 
businesses that can enjoy the economies of a true data pro­
cessing environment. One source predicts that "the present 
300,000 potential small business computer users will all be 
computerized by 1983 and total sales in the small business 
market will exceed $16.5 billion during that period, includ­
ing $5 billion from sales of peripherals and $1 billion from 
software packages."^
The necessary technologies, cost economies, and 
manufacturing capabilities are a reality, but the marketing 
effort necessary to educate and convert this businesj. groupIrepresents no small task. To be sure, it represents »a last
■*""The Word from Atlanta-Cat ch 32!," Infosystems , 
February 1975, p. 23.
stronghold of business resistance and ignorance that has 
become more conscious of the possibility of limitations 
and failures rather than potential. It also represents a 
market segment less equipped managerial-wise to understand 
the advantages of installation and prone to be more apathetic 
toward the benefits to be enjoyed. Present day society has 
recognized the realities of data processing with its limita­
tions, especially when interfaced with the human element, 
and there may be a danger of this preoccupation detracting 
from the advantages to be enjoyed.
Furthermore, while dramatic advancements have been 
made in the area of user-computer interaction, the level of 
manager sophistication in small businesses has widened the 
gap between understanding and application. The apathy 
toward computer conversion inherent in the smaller business 
is a logical consequence of the personal dedication to a 
business and the more dominant view of the business being an 
extension of the personality. Simply, computers now are 
rightfully recognized as having faults, small business tends 
to have less specialized managers and technicians, and com­
puters tend to be viewed as more foreign or as a threat 
rather than an asset to the small businessman.
Nevertheless, computer applications in the realm of 
the small business is now a reality. The introduction of 
small, inexpensive computer systems specifically designed 
for small business applications has added a real, new
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dimension to the functioning of the clerical and decision­
making process within the smaller firm.
Purchase prices of less than $50,000 and monthly 
rentals in the range of $1,000 for electronic data processing 
equipment have put computers and their capabilities within a 
range affordable by small businesses. Those firms conducting 
business which lends itself to automation now have the oppor­
tunity to implement their various business functions in a 
real data processing environment. With purchase prices of 
computers now in the range of bookkeeping machine prices and 
with typical workload processing budgets, for the same invest­
ment the small business now has at its disposal a far more 
flexible and capable tool. The manager now can avail himself 
of more and better kinds of information for his decision 
making. Not only will the computer do the clerical function 
at comparable or lower cost, but it will also add a new dimen­
sion to the small company. It will provide the ability to 
store and reduce data in a wide variety of options, tailor 
making the reduction to a specific business and freeing the 
manager and staff for more productive uses of time.
Small businesses are usually characterized by less 
sophisticated operations and decision-making techniques than 
are larger firms. The sca^e of their operations normally does 
not allow for specialized personnel and procedures as in the 
case of larger firms which are able to spread these special­
ization costs over a larger base. Because scale economies are 
not possible in smaller businesses, many business functions
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tend to remain rather unsophisticated and often are grouped 
as the responsibility of one department or officer. The 
primary objective of purchasing the computer was to provide 
a number of basic functions, and this may leave little room 
for increasing sophistication if the sophistication will 
add substantial processing time or storage requirements. 
Economic-order-quantities, precise cost calculations, finan­
cial analyses and comparisons are often not desired, if even 
necessary.
What is needed is an effective set of procedures 
that work. This does not necessarily mean a new technique 
or a more sophisticated technique but a technique that ful­
fills the objectives of the new system.
The systems analysis undertaken in this study was of 
a particular function in a firm that has recently purchased 
a small business computer. A number of separate, unrelated 
functions were to be handled by the new computer, but this 
analysis was of only one of those functions. Overall system 
design, other than that necessary to incorporate this function 
with the other functions to be implemented, was not considered 
in this study.
In keeping with the needs and desires of small busi­
nesses, management in general, and more specifically thi.̂ y 
particular firm, the system analyzed here has the primary 
objective of implementation. Albeit, proper recognition of 
proven and accepted business concepts and procedures are a 
"natural" necessity for an effective system, sophistication
7
for sophistication's sake has no place in a design intended 
solely for implementation. Assuming the system will function, 
just "turning the key" the day the computer arrives in itself 
represents an advancement, as the new system will be able to 
far outperform the manual system (providing the system is 
also sound in concept and design).
Recognizing the magnitude of the problem implicit 
in being able to "turn the key," and having the computer pick 
up the previously manual function without necessarily an 
improvement in sophistication, represents a safe and sane 
approach in the conversion to the computer. Later, with the 
computer performing its assigned function, the subject of 
increased sophistication can be addressed. The trauma of 
conversion does not have to be so great when realistic goals 
are set. With the objective of implementation in mind, real­
istic goals are a must.
Along with this comes the definition of what the new 
system will be, including any changes that are considered 
essential. With this in mind, management and the systems 
analyst must arrive at a decision as to when the emerging 
system has reached a sufficient level of development to be 
"frozen." This allows the timely and orderly design, coding, 
and implementation of the r*gw system. Criteria for this deci-t
sion must be evaluated with regard to the proper level of 
sophistication on one hand, and the basic objective of a suc­
cessful implementation on the other.
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This analysis was centered around the need for a 
practical system and the design necessary to achieve that 
objective. The level of sophistication necessary to achieve 
that objective was determined by management requirements for 
the new system and did not view sophistication as an end in 
itself.
System Environment
The First National Bank of Great Falls, Montana, a 
member of the First Bank System of Minneapolis, Minnesota 
purchased an International Business Machines System/32 com­
puter in the spring of 1975. The primary purpose of the new 
computer was to handle a data processing workload locally 
rather than performing all work through the bank's terminal 
connection to the First Computer Corporation in Minneapolis. 
The System/32 purchased by the bank was the Model B32. It 
had a 5.0 megabyte disk, a 155 line-per-minute line printer, 
and 16,384 bytes of core storage.
The intended function of the new computer was to 
handle account reconciliation, general ledger, escrow posting, 
safety deposit boxes, accrual posting, and supply room inven­
tory. At the time of purchasing the computer the bank had an 
annual forms and supplies budget of approximately $60,000.
The present system for managing this inventory was relatively 
unsophisticated, and bank management felt much better control 
of inventory and cost savings would be possible through the 
use of a computer-based Inventory system. It was their
9
intention to have a forms and supplies inventory function 
available when the new System/32 computer was delivered in 
the summer of 1975.
Management Information System 
(MIS) Objectives
The principle objective of this paper is to develop 
a computer-based inventory system for the First National Bank 
of Great Falls, Montana. Although the System/32 was purchased 
by the bank with the broad objective of more efficient utiliza­
tion of bank resources (capital, time, etc.), each function 
to be handled by the computer can be considered a separate 
entity and the objectives for implementing that particular 
function can be independently documented. As part of the 
measures employed by the analyst in gaining an understanding 
of the new system, and as a means of establishing a basic 
framework for the system, the analyst decided to force the 
actual formulation of objectives desired by management. Not 
only did this give the analyst fundamental goals to guide 
his efforts, but it also forced management to specify goals, 
airing them in an atmosphere conscious of, and sensitive to, 
their incorporation into a data processing environment.
With this emphasis as a starting point, the following 
objectives were formulated by management:
General:
1. Better management control of forms and 
supplies inventory.
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2. More efficient utilization of resources 
(capital).
3. Better management control of department 
usage.
4. Accurate and timely inventory information 
for bank and department level budgeting.
Specific:
1. Reduce inventory by 25 percent ($15,000).
2. Put a stop to the ordering of obsolete forms 
and supplies.
3. Develop a means for accurate costing of 
inventory (within bank and department 
levels).
4. Obtain a system structure that will allow 
management to specify safety stock levels 
(due to the critical nature of certain inven­
tory items) and other factors related to 
inventory control.
Although these objectives were not necessarily inclu­
sive, they did establish the needed direction of the analysis 
and the framework on which to begin the analysis and design. 
Later, after the analysis was complete, the design could 
expand on the objectives originally formulated by bringing the 
capabilities of electronic data processing in as a means of 
rounding and enhancing the final design; ever mindful of the 
primary objective of system implementation.
CHAPTER II
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
For this study, the analysis phase was concerned 
more with a documentation of existing manual procedures.
This served as the framework from which the systems design 
grew. Neither management nor the analyst viewed the present 
system as having any characteristics of a management informa­
tion system (MIS). Instead, the present system was only a 
minimum allocation of storage and clerical time necessary to 
supply forms and supplies to the various bank departments.
Ob j ectives
Although the present system was unsophisticated, 
conducting the analysis under a specified set of objectives 
enabled the analyst to best understand the present system 
and design an effective computer-based system. Below is an 
outline of the objectives felt beneficial in conducting the 
analys is.
1. Meet First National Bank personnel.
2. Explain analyst's restrictions (t^me, familiar­
ity with subject matter, etc.) and determine the 
desires of bank management as to how they would 
like analysis activities conducted.
11
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3. Expose analyst to the present system.
4. Identify the scope of the project and define 
the area of design considerations (system 
boundaries).
5. Identify basic requirements of the new system
2that are being satisfied by the present system.
6. Identify the formal and informal interfaces of 
the present system that will need to be carried
3through into the system design.
7. Identify all of the characteristics of the present 
system that contribute to the operation of the 
inventory function.
8. Document the present system of administering 
forms and supplies for the purpose of the formal 
analysis report.
Present System 
The present system was a manual procedure for supply­
ing forms and supplies to the various departments within the 
bank (Table 1). The current inventory system was rather 
unsophisticated, with no controls other than clerical and 
management judgment at order and budget time. There was no 
formal analysis of the inventory system in regard to usage,
2M. J. Alexander, Information Systems Analysis, (Palo 
Alto: Science Research Associates, 1974), p. 134.
3Ibid.
departmental costing, budgeting, or record keeping. A 
visual inspection was the only means of insuring against 
stockouts.
TABLE 1
FORMS & SUPPLIES INVENTORY SYSTEM DEPARTMENTS
Bank Department System Department
Administration............................... 01
Trusts.........................................01
Operations.................................... 01
Customer Service............................. 01
M a r k e t i n g .................................... 01
Loans (Commercial).......................... 02
Loans (Agriculture)........................ 03
Loans (Real E s t a t e ) ........................ 04
Loans (Personal Banking)................... 05
Personnel.................................... 06
Auditing...................................... 06
Base F a c i l i t y ............................... 07
Accounting. . ......................... .. 08
Teller.........................................09
Safe D e p o s i t s ............................... 10
The procedure for supplying forms and supplies to the 
various departments was centered around a single Supply Requi­
sition Form (see Appendix I). The various departments com­
pleted this form as their needs dictated and either presented
1the form to the supply clerk or placed it in a routing basket, 
Figure 1 depicts the physical inventory flow of forms and 
supplies within the bank.
Vendors
Vendor
Receiving
Area
Main
Inventory
Storage
Lower Level 
Receiving 
Area
Fig. 1. Physical Inventory Flow
Start
Requisition
Requests
Supplies
Disbursement
Forms and
Requisition
Request
Processing
Inventory
Check
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Normally, orders placed by Tuesday were delivered 
to the department on Wednesday and those orders placed by 
Thursday were delivered on Friday. The exception was an 
emergency request that could be placed and delivered immed­
iately, as long as the supply clerk could be located. Rou­
tine requisition requests were delivered to the various 
departments by a clerk.
Depending on the particular form or supply item, 
inventory replacement orders were usually for a 6 or 12 
month supply. The supply clerk, when noticing that a par­
ticular form or supply item was low, could request that the 
item be ordered. This was accomplished with either of two 
Purchase Requisition Forms (see Appendices II and III).
Incoming forms and supplies arrived at a receiving 
area in the rear of the bank. Although any employee could 
receipt for the delivery, the order remained in the receiving 
area until the supply clerk found time to place the order in 
the proper storage area. At that time, the supply clerk 
moved the order to a basement storage area via a loading 
chute. As the order was checked against the original 
invoice, most of it was again relocated to a larger storage 
room.
A rather unstructured filing system located the 
various forms and supplies on shelving. The bulk of the 
forms were identified by standard First Bank System numbers 
and the physical filing system was organized along these
16
general lines. Many of the forms, however, were printed 
locally or in the bank's own printing shop and were not 
numbered. These forms were located by a simple familiarity 
with the storage area.
CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM DESIGN
Design Format, Emphasis, and Objectives
This system design is not the usual design in that 
it does not specify the system completely, but, instead, is 
more of an overview of the inventory design at the system 
level. The major components are specified; the functions it 
will perform are documented; and the system structure is 
detailed to the extent that subsystems are defined and general 
system logic can be presented. This chapter, along with 
Chapter IV (Program Design) , will complete the documenta­
tion necessary to implement the system.
As mentioned earlier, the emphasis in small system 
design should be on implementation rather than sophistication. 
This emphasis is especially important since it is in system's 
design that the basic structure of a system is specified 
from which the rest of the system is developed.
In a large system, substantial time and effort are 
often spent in designing the system. Much of this time is 
devoted to documentation according to specific data process­
ing center standards, communication with other department 
personnel who are all involved in the design of the system,
17
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and documentation necessary for programmers, keypunchers, . 
and clerks to carry through with the system during program 
development and when the design is completed. Analysts at 
the working level often find themselves "over documenting" 
a design in preparation for needed approval by an analyst 
in a managerial capacity.
In a small business system, however, a formal system 
proposal for documentation and approval purposes and extra 
time needed for conformance to rigid company standards are 
not required. This is not to say that the design should 
suffer from a lack of planning or be documented in such a 
way that it will not be able to be implemented and maintained 
properly. Rather, the scope of the project is such that less 
coordination for its design and implementation and thus less 
documentation is required. Typically, the system will be 
small and the analyst and programmer will likely be the same 
person. Extensive documentation such as detailed user's 
manuals, etc., are not necessary as the operator can easily 
be the analyst turned programmer, and now turned computer 
clerk and operator! The informal emphasis and smaller scale 
of operation typical in the smaller firm suggests a greater 
proportion of time being spent on actual software design 
rather than on different kinds of ̂ /ocurcentation necessary 
for department coordination.
One means of simplifying the design process is through 
maximum use of the computer vendor's program utility software 
products. This assures a design from becoming a specialized
19
piece of software with its own peculiarities and operating 
interactions. It also makes the system easier to use. The 
relatively unsophisticated operating personnel will be 
required to become familiar with fewer procedures and will 
have the aid of vendor software support.
The level of user sophistication is also an important 
consideration in the small system design. The typical user 
will tend to be less of a specialist and the system should be 
designed with this thought in mind. The interface between 
electronic data processing hardware and software technologies 
and the operating environment constitutes a gap not found in 
a larger data processing installation. Complicating matters 
will be a system that is generally less documented than a 
larger system. On the other hand, one person functioning as 
an analyst, programmer, and operator will naturally tend to 
better understand the system, especially if the system was 
originally designed or carefully studied by that person. In 
designing a system for another's use, the analyst should be 
aware of the relative lack of user sophistication and should 
design to accomodate this shortcoming.
One additional design consideration relates to the 
aspect of user-system interaction. Whenever possible the 
system should be designed to keep this interaction to a 
minimum. Operating procedures should be such that they reduce 
the need for human intervention and contribute to a "hands-off" 
system. For example, system programs should require as little 
parameter specification or operator intervention as possible.
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Job streams should be designed so that the system will 
sequence through the processing functions with minimum 
user commands and as little human interpretation as pos­
sible. While this is true of any size system, it is espec­
ially true in small system design.
With these points in mind, several objectives were 
formulated to serve as a guide in the design of the forms 
and supplies inventory system. They were:
1. Emphasis on implementation rather than sophisti­
cation.
2. Proper attention to workload assumption rather 
than increased capabilities.
3. Proper recognition of the interface necessary 
between the electronic data processing hardware 
and software technologies and the relatively 
unsophisticated operating environment.
4. Management of the system by the user.
5. Minimum user-system interaction.
6. Maximum use of computer vendor written software.
The design followed an informal approach. Because of
the scope of this system, some aspects of system design that 
would be found in larger systems were omitted. There was no 
formal system or program proposal. A formal user's manual 
was not developed. Other considerations, such as efficiency 
analysis, design and program coding reviews by committees, an 
implementation plan, analysis of system security, etc., were 
not treated explicitly due to the size of the system and the 
nature of the project. Although each of the above is an
important consideration in any system, the emphasis here was 
on awareness of this importance rather than specific treat­
ment .
Specific Design Considerations
The following discussion pertains to the specific 
design considerations in the forms and supplies inventory 
function. Several items characterized the system as it 
finally evolved. In the design process many individual 
features of the system were added, later modified, or even 
deleted. The order in which they are discussed represents 
no specific order or design structure. The paragraphs below 
only document the final decision as to what the system was 
to be comprised of when it was turned over to the user.
Weekly Receipts and Disbursements
One drawback of the previous system was the infrequent 
attention to inventory and the resulting excess inventory 
levels because of long order intervals. Inventory levels of 
most items were excessive and this translated into allocation 
of capital that could have been productively utilized else­
where within the bank. The new system was designed to handle 
inventory receipts and disbursements on a weekly basis, thus 
making better use <̂jj: bank capital while keeping the time spent 
maintaining the inventory function to a realistic minimum.
The following design considerations highlight this 
aspect of the forms and supplies inventory function:
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1. Use a temporary work file of inventory updates 
and disbursements. The system uses the same 
diskette each week, properly initialized, for 
its weekly activity input file.
2. Have hard copy for verifying work file entry
(computer output listing corresponding to weekly
inventory activity entered into the system) .
3. Order forms and supplies with low inventory 
levels on a weekly basis.
4. Do not order forms tagged as obsolete.
Monthly Inventory Activity Reports
An important feature of the new system was the monthly
forms and supplies activity report by department. When used, 
this report enables management and each of the departments to 
better control the use of the forms and supplies inventory.
Each department is made aware of costs involved due to forms 
and supplies usage and possible excesses are pointed out. In 
addition, forms with little or no activity will be exposed for 
possible obsolete status. By analyzing costs, the bank is 
able to budget at both the department and bank level.
Preparation of a Forms and 
Supplies Master List
One of the drawbacks of the previous inventory system 
was the lack of information concerning the status of the inven­
tory at any particular time. Few records were kept and the 
only means of determining an inventory quantity was by inspec­
tion. Any inventory cost computations were general in nature 
with no specific procedures used in their determination.
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It was desired to have a means of obtaining the cur­
rent status of the forms and supplies inventory any time 
management analysis was considered necessary. This capa­
bility was to provide management with data on all forms 
currently in inventory such as prices, costs, quantities, 
dates, etc. All of the information relating to the current 
inventory was organized in a single file for simplicity and 
processing efficiency. This file contains all information 
relating to the status of the inventory at any point in time 
and represents the capability of a computer generated inven­
tory any time it is desired.
Department Disbursement History
Bank management had been concerned with excessive 
forms and supplies usage by the various departments within 
the bank. The present system of disbursement to the various 
departments was not controlled, and there was no record kept 
of disbursements. It was felt that closer attention to this 
usage would help point out excessive usage within departments. 
A history file, by department, was devised to enable the 
inventory system to record and report on usage by the various 
departments within the bank.
Consolidatioi^ of Bank Departments
Because many of the departments within the bank were 
rather small in regard to forms and supplies activity, it 
was decided to group certain departments into logical units
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that would be more realistically managed by the new system 
(see Table 1). Some of the departments were simply too small 
to justify storage requirements and management attention if 
handled as separate departments. Consideration was given to 
budgets that had to be prepared by the departments and to the 
manner in which this grouping would lend itself in the prepara­
tion of those budgets.
Lead-Time, Safety Stock, and Minimum 
Order Quantity Considerations
It was concluded that the system should have an order 
function based on order lead-time, safety stock, minimum 
order quantity, and individual department usage. In the past, 
forms and supplies were ordered with no relationship to the 
usage within the year. The new system therefore has an order 
function based on bank specified lead-times, safety stocks, 
minimum order quantities, and actual form and supply usage 
by the individual departments. This insures a flexibility 
in regard to changing supply and demand conditions and inven­
tory appraisals. Lead-times can be specified according to 
market conditions and/or past experience with a particular 
supplier. Safety stocks can be specified with consideration 
for carrying costs and danger of a stockout. If an inventory 
item is critical, bank management can specify a relatively 
large safety stock value to reduce the danger of a stockout. 
Minimum order quantities can be specified to prevent continual
ordering of small quantities and to take advantage of quantity 
discounts.
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First-In-First-Out (FIFO) Inventory Costing
The previous system had no procedures for making an 
inventory valuation. Bank management felt that some means 
of valuing inventory would be beneficial in monitoring the 
forms and supplies usage. The decision was made to value 
the forms and supplies inventory-on-hand using FIFO account­
ing conventions. In arriving at this decision, the partic­
ular method used was considered secondary to the importance 
of having some means of valuing the inventory. It was decided 
to include three possible price fields for any form or supply 
item on file. This would allow for three price changes for 
every inventory item maintained by the system. Management 
did not feel prices on any form were so volatile as to require 
the capability of carrying a fourth price on file.
Numbering System for Forms and Supplies
As the First National Bank is part of the First Bank 
System (which prints and issues many standard forms with 
standard form numbers), it was desired to retain the form 
numbering system on those forms furnished by the First Bank 
System. Thus, the new system was designed to be compatible 
with the First Bank System forms. Forms purchased locally
yor printed in t̂ ie bank's own printing room were assigned a 
form number that agreed with the form format.
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Exception Reporting
The day-to-day primary concern of bank management 
was the change in inventory status due to a week's inventory 
receipt or disbursement activity. It was not necessary to 
receive weekly status on all forms and supplies in the inven­
tory. Management required reports only on those items that 
needed attention. In those reports designed for system 
activity maintenance, exception reporting was used to reduce 
printed output to those forms requiring attention.
Forms and Supplies Activity Monitoring
One annoying aspect of the previous system was the 
continual stocking of forms long after becoming obsolete. 
Because of the large number of forms in the inventory, it was 
difficult for bank clerical personnel to remember the status 
of each form. Sometimes forms were reordered that had become 
obsolete. Management requested that some means be incorpora­
ted into the system that would assist in preventing obsolete 
forms from being ordered in the future. While a simple flag 
insures that an obsolete form will never be ordered, an addi­
tional date field incorporated into the system enables manage­
ment to consider those forms with no activity for a substantial 
period of time for obsolete status. This gives management the 
flexibility to retain forms in inventory that are seldom used 
but need to be stocked.
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System Maintenance
A separate set of procedures was determined necessary 
to create and maintain the forms and supplies inventory 
system's files for the initial conversion and after implement­
ation. These procedures could be required anytime during the 
week and function apart from both the weekly activity and 
monthly usage processing. These procedures then serve to 
support the system by modifying system files through operator 
intervention. Some of the data items that were determined to 
be subject to change are as follows:
1. New forms would have to be entered into the 
system and obsolete forms deleted.
2. It would be necessary to be able to flag a form 
as obsolete.
3. The name of a vendor carried on file for a 
particular form would be subject to change and 
it would have to be possible to change the file 
entry for the form in question.
4. Lead-time, safety stock, and minimum order 
quantity specifications would be subject to 
change, depending on management analysis, and 
provisions would have to be made to alter these 
file entries.
5. When the system was initialized, history records 
for a form or supply would be created only for 
those departmentfusing that form or supply item. 
Every time a department began using a form for 
the first time a history record would have to
be created. The only alternative was a complete 
file initialization of a form entry for every 
department. This would result in large amounts
of unused storage and still would require file 
maintenance every time a new item was stocked.
In general, any system data field subject to change 
by operator intervention would have to be handled by the 
system maintenance function.
Subsystems
The forms and supplies inventory system is divided 
into three subsystems with a file maintenance function sup­
porting the three subsystems whenever file maintenance is 
required. Three files, one format description (IBM nomen­
clature for a high level, pseudo programming language utility 
developed for the System/32), and five computer programs 
comprise the system. Operation of the system is best des­
cribed within a time framework. The three subsystems are 
identified and discussed below.
Update Function
The first subsystem does the actual processing of the 
inventory receipts and disbursements. Form receipts and dis­
bursements are entered into the system weekly via the format 
description "Invenact" (Figure 2). The information keyed
builds the temporary work file "Update," with the hard copy
¥report "Forms Inventory Update" fprinted as a means of verify­
ing input. The "Shift" program, at the beginning of every 
month, then shifts the monthly usage and cost figures in the 
"History" file one month, dropping the 12th month, to retain
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a twelve month moving history of forms and supplies activity 
at department level. The next program, "Update," using the 
"Update," "Master," and "History" files as input, updates 
the first month (current month) activity with usage and cost 
totals for the departments. The updated "Master" and "History" 
files represent the output of this program. The third, and 
final program in this job stream, "Order," again using the 
"Update,” "Master,” and "History" files as input, compares 
the lead-time, safety stock, minimum order quantity, and inven­
tory level to make an order decision for each form or supply 
item. Output is the hard copy "Forms and Supplies Order 
Listing" which indicates all forms and supplies that need to 
be ordered. At this point the temporary work file "Update" 
has completed updating of the "Master" and "History" files.
Activity Function
Each month the activity function subsystem is run to 
produce the "Forms and Supplies Activity" report for each 
department and for bank totals (Figure 3). This report 
supplies each department and the bank with quantity and cost 
computations for each form, on a monthly basis. Totals for 
each month are also given. An initial Addrout Sort (IBM 
nomenclature for a utility product sort) utilizes the "Mastq^"
ffile as input to sort the file in original First Bank System' 
form number sequence. Then, this "adrtfile" is used as input, 
along with the "Master" and "History" files to build the "Forms 
and Supplies Activity" report for each department and for bank 
totals.
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Master List Function
A list of the forms and supplies contained within 
the system can be obtained anytime the master list subsystem 
is executed (Figure 4). The ’’Master" file is used as input 
to the "Forms2" program to build the "Forms and Supplies 
Master" report. This subsystem gives a report of the status 
of each form within the inventory. The report also serves 
as a computer based inventory with quantity and cost figures 
displayed for each inventory item as well as total dollar 
value of inventory.
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CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAM DESIGN 
Introduction, Assumptions and Software
Introduction
The program design has much the same purpose as the 
system design but at a lower, more detailed level. The 
system design is now expanded to describe how the system is 
structured at the program level. As in the previous chapter, 
this design specification is not meant to be structured as 
in the typical program specification. Here, documentation 
includes the design effort necessary to satisfy the system 
design objectives, facilitate program coding, and provide 
documentation sufficient to be used as a guide by personnel 
who will become familiar with the system.
Assumptions
As in many business functions that substitute com­
puterized processing for on-the-spot human decision making, 
some assumptions have to be made. The most critical assump- 
tion of this order inventory modfel was that made in regard 
to the procedure for determining order times and order 
quantities. The method used is detailed below.
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The difficult aspect of determining order times and 
order quantities is estimating future demand for each of the 
inventory items. However, because inventory usage is rela­
tively stable over time and tends to be seasonal in nature, 
past monthly demand can be used.as an estimate of future 
demand. Since monthly disbursement histories are currently 
maintained for each bank department, for activity report 
purposes, it is a simple matter to compare lead-time, safety 
stock, minimum order quantity, quantity on hand, and last 
year's demand for a period of time determined by the lead- 
time in order to arrive at each order decision.
Even though this method will always lag present activ­
ity by one year, it achieves the desired objective of ending 
human intervention in the order decision process. One way to 
judge the usefulness of this order decision criterion is to 
compare it with the previous method. Before, no realistic 
order criterion was being used. Safety stocks at each order 
point amounted to a 6 or 12 month demand for a particular . 
form or supply item. Analysis of lead-times was not an 
active part of the order decision (other than the ability of 
the clerk to recall past lead-times). In addition, due to 
rather haphazard inventory monitoring, the time was not 
always sufficient when inventory levels were recognized as 
below desired amounts. Analysis of future demand was based 
largely on demand in the past, but only in general terms.
The new system combines the actual disbursement history with 
the user specified parameters (safety stocks, etc.,) in a
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decision criterion that will better handle the inventory 
order function.
Software
The three files, five computer programs, and one 
format description discussed in this chapter were developed 
for installation on an IBM System/32. All design aspects of 
the system were developed with regard to the software charac­
teristics of that system. This includes the IBM program 
utility products (Data File Utility, Source Entry Utility, 
Sort, etc.), Operation Control Language (OCL), and the high 
level programming language supplied with the System/32 
(RPG II).
The completed forms and supplies inventory system 
includes a print chart for each of the hard copy output files 
(printer files) defined in the system. Naming conventions, 
logic descriptions, etc., in the file and program specifica­
tions and in the accompanying flowcharts all conform to 
RPG II conventions, and each aspect of the system defined 
in the actual program code. The flowcharts presented in this 
chapter were developed as an aid in understanding the program 
design documentation. They do not completely specify the 
actual program coding as detailed in a separate set oj: RPG II 
specification sheets. ^
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File Design
Three files are used in the forms and supplies inven­
tory system. Each is described below.
Update File
This file is a temporary work file created each week 
to include the week's forms activity. Appendix IV contains 
a description of the Update file record layout. This file 
includes the information necessary to update the other files 
in the system and make the proper order decision for each 
form based on the week's activity for that form (when used 
in conjunction with the "Master" and "History" files). In 
addition to the quantity fields in the record description, a 
price field is included to handle any price change for the 
form.
Operation Control Language (OCL) on the System/32 
specifies this file as a temporary file, being deleted after 
the week's processing.
The record is composed of the following fields:
1. Form number (F0RM#1).
2. Quantity added to inventory (QTYIN).
3. Price per accounting unit (PRICE).
4. Department disbursements (QDIS1, QDIS2,.....QDIS10).
5. Canceled order (CANCEL).
6. Record delete tag (DELTG1).
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Master File
This file is a permanent, indexed file (by record key) 
of all forms and supplies in the inventory. Appendix V con­
tains a description of the Master file record layout. The 
file carries the relevant quantity and status information for 
each form or supply in inventory (except history information) 
and is updated as necessary during the weekly update proces­
sing or during file maintenance.
Operation Control Language (OCL) specifies this file 
as a permanent file, with record addition or deletion possible 
only during file maintenance. As indicated below, three 
quantity and price fields are carried in each record. This 
allows for three price changes for the inventory being carried, 
and for inventory valuation based on actual purchase prices 
or in-house printing costs.
The "KEY" field in this file record format enables 
the processing to produce an ordered listing of all forms in 
the inventory in the activity reports at the end of every 
month. The form numbering system used by the First Bank 
System did not allow for computer sorting of the forms as 
they were grouped in the original inventory listing sequence. 
There, forms were grouped by prefixes and a logical structure 
relating to their type. In order to preserve ̂ this grouping 
the "KEY*1 field was added to the record. This field is later 
used in the programs "Forms 1" and "Forms2" to preserve the 
logical grouping of forms.
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The record is composed of the following fields:
1. Binary record key (KEY).
2. Form number (F0RM#2).
3. Form description (DESRPT).
4. Obsolete form tag (OBTAG).
5. Lead-time in months (LDTIME).
6. Safety stock (SAFSTK).
7. Quantity on hand, longest time in inventory (QTY1).
8. Price of quantity on hand, longest in inventory
(PRICE1).
9. Quantity on hand, second longest in inventory 
(QTY2).
10. Price of quantity on hand, second longest in 
inventory (PRICE2).
11. Quantity on hand, shortest time in inventory (QTY3).
12. Price of quantity on hand, shortest time in
inventory (PRICE3).
13. Date of last disbursement (DTDRAW).
14. Form vendor (VENDOR).
15. Quantity on order (ORDER).
16. Minimum order quantity (ORDQTY).
17. Record delete tag (DLETG2).
History File
This file is a permanent, indexed file (by form number) 
of disbursement history for each department. Appendix VI con­
tains a description of the History file record layout. Each 
form for a particular department has a 12 month history of
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usage and FIFO cost computations. These monthly histories 
are carried in the record as elements of an array. The 
usage array elements represent the number of accounting units, 
i.e., 2 units of #10 envelopes, 50 per box.
The record is composed of the following fields:
1. Form number (FORM#3).
2. Department (DEPT).
3. Monthly department usage array (USE).
4. Monthly department cost array (CST).
5. Record delete tag (DELTG3).
Program Specification 
Invenact Format Description
"Invenact" is the name given to the format descrip­
tion that creates the weekly "Update" file (Figure 5). The 
source member "Dfuupdat" is used in the creation of the format 
description. As this file is built each week, the records 
are printed as they are entered, enabling the clerk to cross 
check records for accuracy. The hard copy printer file used 
to cross check the records for accuracy is annotated in Fig­
ure 5 as "Forms Inventory Update." Any miskeyed records can 
be deleted through the delete option of Data File Utility.
uProcessing criteria: None. ’
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Shift Program
"Shift" makes a sequential pass of the entire "History" 
file at the beginning of every month to prepare the file for 
the new month's processing (Figure 6). For every "History" 
record in the file the usage (USE) and cost (CST) arrays are 
brought into core storage. Each element in the usage array 
and cost arrays are shifted one month, dropping the twelfth 
month and zeroing the first month. The entire array, in 
both cases, is written back out to the "History" file in one 
write operation.
Processing criteria:
1. Executed only for new month condition (proper OCL 
parameter).
2. Sequential access of "History" file.
3. Update all history records with the following 
logic:
Shift "USE" and "CST" array elements:
i.e., USE,11 to USE,12 (USE,12 overwritten) 
USE,10 to USE,11 
USE,09 to USE,10
USE,01 to USE,02 
Zeros to USE,01. %
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Update Program
The "Update" program processes the weekly forms 
receipt and disbursement activity (Figure 7). The file 
"Update" is passed sequentially with corresponding random 
accesses to the "Master" and "History" files for the nec­
essary updates.
"Update" file records without a match in the 
"Master" file cause an error condition with the appropriate 
error message and the record is bypassed. "Update" file 
records without a "History" file record also cause an error 
condition with the appropriate error message and updating of 
the "History" file record is bypassed. "Update" file records 
with a canceled order field (CANCEL) larger than the corres­
ponding quantity on order field (ORDER) generate an error 
message to that effect and the canceled order field is not 
updated.
Receipt of a particular form or supply causes an 
inventory addition. The per-unit price is checked for a 
file match and the quantity is added to the proper price/
quantity pair. If there is no match, the new price level is
added. A fourth price level causes an error condition as the 
maximum number of price levels allowed by the system is three.
Disbursements of a form during the week reduce the 
"Master" file inventory and increase the "History" file usage
and cost array elements for the particular month. When a
quantity of a particular price level goes to zero, the price
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for that level is deleted and prices and quantities are 
shifted within the "Master" file record.
Processing criteria:
1. Sequential pass of the "Update" file with an 
end-of-file condition in the "Update" file 
limiting the processing.
2. Random access of the "Master" and "History" files.
3. Quantity added to inventory (QTYIN) of "Update" 
file greater than zero: Match price fields and
add the quantity; no match and unused price field 
available: Add new price field and quantity; no
match and unused price field not available: error
condition.
4. Subtract quantity added to inventory (QTYIN) from 
quantity on order (ORDER).
5. Check department disbursement array (QDIS) of 
"Update" file for element greater than zero:
No array elements greater than zero: Skip
"History" file update; for any array elements 
greater than zero: Access "History" file records
and update monthly department usage and cost arrays 
using disbursement subtraction logic. Also, up­
date date of last disbursement field (DTDRAW) in 
"Master" file.
6. Monthly department usage: Add week's disburse­
ment to the monthly total and write to "History" 
file; monthly department cost: Compute cost of
disbursement on a fiv^t-in-first-out basis; add 
computed cost to monthly cost array total and 
write to the "History" file.
7. Shift the price and quantity fields as required 
after each forms processing.
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Order Program
The "Order" program makes a final pass of the "Update"
file and checks inventory levels for any forms or supplies
with disbursement activity during the week (Figure 8). If 
there has been any disbursement activity for a particular 
form, the corresponding "Master" file and "History" file 
records are accessed in order to make a lead-time/safety 
stock/on hand/minimum order quantity/disbursement history 
comparison. "Update" file records without a match in the 
"Master" file cause an error condition with the appropriate 
error message and the record is bypassed. If the inventory 
level has dropped below a safe level the proper order quan­
tity is computed. The end result of this program is a
listing of all forms and supplies that need to be ordered.
Forms or supplies that have been tagged as obsolete are not 
considered for reorder.
Processing criteria:
1. Sequential access of "Update" file.
2. "Update" file obsolete tag (0BTAG1) equals zero:
Skip processing.
3. Random access of "Master" and "History" files.
4. "Master" file obsolete tag (0BTAG2) equals zero:i i^ Skip processing.
5. Check department disbursement array (QDIS) for an
element greater than zero: No array elements
greater than zero,
a. Chain all ten corresponding "History" file
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records adding usage array elements (USE) 
from "USE,1" to "USE.N" (where "N" is the 
lead-time).
b. Subtract the three quantity on hand fields 
(QTY1, QTY2, and QTY3).
c. Subtract the quantity on order (ORDER).
d. Subtract the minimum order quantity (ORDQTY). 
If the result is less than zero order an amount 
to bring the result to zero. If the result is 
smaller than or equal to the minimum order 
quantity (ORDQTY) order the minimum order quan­
tity.
Forms1 Program
"Formsl" makes a sequential pass of the "Adrtfile" 
file to build the activity reports for each department and 
the bank (Figure 9). The program contains separate logic 
for department activity processing and for bank level proces­
sing. At each month's end, when this program is needed, it 
will actually be executed eleven times (ten departments plus 
one bank level report). External indicator codes are set in 
the OCL to handle each department and the bank level report. 
For ease in programming the bank level report lists the 
department number on the heading line as "11.” ^
An addrout sort is required before this program can 
be executed. This builds an output file ("Adrtfile") of form 
numbers in the sequence originally used in the manual inven­
tory system.
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As each form number is accessed the corresponding 
’’History" file record for that particular department is 
chained to get the department activity history. This is in 
turn put into format and printed along with the form number 
and form description. A bad chain to the "History" file 
indicates the department has had no activity in that form 
during the last twelve months; processing continues with the 
next "Adrtfile" file record. Each monthly usage and cost 
figure is totaled for a department level grand total at the 
end of the report. The bank level report is similar in that 
it totals all department monthly usage and cost figures for 
the monthly activity and prints a grand total for all depart­
ments at the end of the report.
Processing criteria:
1. Addrout sort to produce "Adrtfile" file. Sort 
binary record key (KEY) in ascending order.
2. Sequential pass of the "Adrtfile" file (access­
ing corresponding "Master" file records).
3. Random access of "History" file.
4. Process for each department:
a. For each successful chain to a "History" 
file record, format and print the usage 
(USE) and cost (CST) arrays.
^ b. Total usage and cost figures for each month,
printing grand totals at the end of the report.
5. Process for bank level:
a. For each form, chain all matching "History" 
file records, totaling usage (USE) and cost
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(CST) array elements for each month, and 
print these totals in the same format as 
used in the department level processing.
b. Total usage and cost figures for all forms 
for each month, printing grand totals at the 
end of the report.
Forms2 Program
"Forms2" makes a sequential pass of the "Adrtfile" 
file to build the form master listing (Figure 10).
This program utilizes an addrout sort identical to 
that used in the "Formsl" program. Again, this preserves 
the grouping of the forms in the original, logical order.
For each form, total inventory and cost of total 
inventory figures are computed. Each FIFO cost computation 
is added to a total FIFO inventory field for display after 
all forms have been written to the output report.
Processing criteria:
1. Addrout sort to produce "Adrtfile" file. Sort
binary record key (KEY) in ascending order.
2. Sequential pass of the "Adrtfile" file (Access­
ing corresponding "Master" file records).
3. Process for each form:
a. Add the three quantity fields to give total 
inventory.
b. Multiply the three quantity fields by their 
respective prices and add the results to yield 
the FIFO cost computations.
c. Add FIFO cost calculation to total FIFO cost 
calculation field.
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CHAPTER V
SYSTEM SECURITY
This chapter is a separate treatment of system secur­
ity, as opposed to most system designs which would include 
security considerations as an integral part of the design 
and documentation. This was done for two reasons: (1) a
separate treatment of system security emphasizes the import­
ance of proper security procedures and, hopefully, focuses 
attention on one aspect of a system design that can easily be 
overlooked or taken lightly, and (2) this security plan is 
not an integral part of the system and can be omitted. The 
system can perform all of its functions without the security 
plan. The security plan is an additional separate set of 
software and clerical procedures.
Adequate system security can be accomplished by the 
following measures:
1. Copying the "Master" and "History" files to back­
up diskettes before beginning the new month's 
processing.
2. Retaining the receipt and disbursement activity 
paperwork for the present month.
This way, if the system should fail during any month's 
processing, it can be restored by copying the backup "Master" 
and "History" files to disk and processing the month-to-date
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receipt and disbursement activity, by week, against the two 
files. This will rebuild both of the files and permit con­
tinued operation.
This plan for system security represents an additional 
investment in clerical time and necessitates added supplies 
expenditures. Although the time needed to maintain the sec­
urity aspect of the system will be relatively insignificant, 
the number of diskettes needed to service the system will be 
doubled. Still, with the ever present possibility of a system 
failure, the added expenditure is felt warranted. If the 
system ever were to fail, the costs for time spent rebuild­
ing the files would greatly exceed the cost of the additional 
diskette storage.
This security plan also harmonizes with the emphasis 
on minimum user intervention in the small business system.
A complete rebuilding of the system files necessitates a 
substantial amount of clerical contact with the system. The 
procedures for copying the backup files is a relatively simple 
procedural addition. The only change in reconstructing the 
two files would be backdating the processing when the system 
was initialized for each week’s processing.
CHAPTER VI
SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
System Evaluation
Advantages and Disadvantages
A number of advantages and disadvantages can be
listed in regard to the completed system. Although not
inclusive, the list aids in understanding the impact the
system will have on the inventory control operations of the
bank. A list of advantages and disadvantages of the forms 
and supplies inventory system are presented below.
Advantages
Some of the advantages are listed as follows:
1. Computational Speed and Accuracy. A computer 
based system offers the advantages of increased 
speed and accuracy in managing the inventory. 
After the initial manual input, all processing 
is done at speeds far greater than was possible 
before and with much greater accuracy.
2. Cost Savings. Inventory management by the system
^ will monitor inventory levels in such a fashion
as to allow lower levels kept on hand, thereby 
reducing carrying costs as associated with the 
inventory.
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3. Less Danger of a Stockout. Each inventory dis­
bursement triggers an automatic appraisal of the 
quantity on hand with regard to all of the factors 
relating to proper inventory management.
4. Hands off Inventory. Periodic inspection of the 
inventory is no longer necessary. The time 
devoted to checking the inventory in the past 
can now be used for other purposes.
5. Less Reliance on Memory. The previous system 
relied on the ability of the clerical personnel 
to remember to inspect the inventory, order those 
forms with low inventory levels, and not order 
those forms tagged as obsolete. The new system 
manages the inventory with little attention from 
bank clerical personnel.
6. Safety from Employee Turnover. The new system 
does not require bank personnel to have a good 
familiarity with the physical inventory as the 
status of each inventory item is now managed by 
the system. The adverse consequences of employee 
turnover will be reduced, because all that is now 
required is a general familiarity with locations 
for the physical receipt and disbursement activity.
7. Substantial Increase in Information. The inven­
tory status and history information managed by 
the new system allows greater possibilities for 
better inventory management. Reports generated 
for bank management and the using departments 
allow analyses of inventory not feasible under 
the previous system. As new needs develop the 
system can be utilized, or expanded if necessary, 
to supply the bank with more and better kinds of 
information regarding inventory management.
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8. Quick, Accurate Inventory. The new inventory 
system maintains a complete status of every form 
and supply in the inventory. This enables manage­
ment to have a computer based inventory taken when 
ever one is desired.
9. Twelve Month Activity Reports. The previous 
system had no information regarding individual 
department or bank level inventory usage. The 
new system maintains disbursement histories, 
enabling the bank to analyze and budget for future 
inventory needs.
Disadvantages
Some of the disadvantages are listed as follows:
1. Lack of Sophistication. The new system does not 
utilize all inventory management techniques for 
inventory optimization. The new system does not 
directly consider such factors as order costs, 
carrying costs, etc., in making an order decision. 
Rather, an economic order quantity of sorts is 
derived from operator specification of inventory 
variables and the past and current status of the 
inventory items. This represents a compromise
in regard to present inventory management models 
but is considered necessary for a practical imple­
mentation for a firm such as the First National 
Bank.
2. "Lag" Effect in Predicting Demand. The new system
analyzes past disbursement activity as a basis for
predicting future demand. This introduces a lag 
of one year in management of the inventory.
3. Length of History Time Element. Disbursement 
status for inventory activity is kept on a month
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by month basis. This reduces the sensivity of 
the new system to month long intervals. Although 
the inventory is analyzed by the system on a weekly 
basis, it must base that analysis on disbursement 
histories of one month periods.
4. Operator Training Necessary. The previous system 
allowed each clerk assigned to manage the physical 
inventory freedom to implement procedures most 
comfortable to his or her individual use. The 
new system restricts any clerk assigned to manage 
the inventory to the procedures dictated by the 
processing logic of the new system. Proper func­
tioning of the new system requires conformance to 
the system procedures.
5. Cooperation Required of all Personnel. In order 
for the new system to function properly, it re­
quires the cooperation of all personnel with 
access to the physical inventory or the system. 
Because the new system does not require constant 
inspection of the physical inventory the system 
can be sabotaged by receipt or disbursement that 
is not processed by the system.
Modifications
The system as documented in this paper does not have 
to represent a final implementation of the forms and supplies 
inventory system at the First National Bank. Although this 
author is of the opinion that the scope of the implementation 
project is significant enough to warrant "freezing" any addi­
tional design effort until it can be demonstrated to run in 
the production environment, further enhancements are possible. 
Possible changes should be explored and analyzed, not only
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from a maintenance point of view, but from the vantage point 
of possible refinements in the system. A number of possible 
system enhancements are described below:
1. Analysis of System and Program Logic. Both the 
OCL and the program coding could be evaluated 
with respect to more efficient coding. This 
consideration takes on the most importance when 
the computer system nears full utilization.
2. Time Series Analysis. A forecasting function 
could be incorporated into the forms and supplies 
inventory system to better predict future demand. 
This enhancement would have to be considered with 
regard to the importance of analyzing inventory 
with this level of sophistication and the nature 
of the inventory, which would have a bearing on 
the ability of time series analysis to accurately 
forecast demand using this methodology.
3. Reduced History Intervals. The current history 
interval kept for disbursement activity is one 
month. This interval could be analyzed for a 
possible reduction in length. Analysis should 
determine if this increased sensitivity would be 
an improvement in the system.
4. Optimum Vendor Order Quantities. The existing 
order logic could be modified to include a 
multiple vendor decision. Order quantities and 
prices could be maintained on file for several 
vendors. Logic could be included to make an 
order decision given the present inventory level 
and varying vendor price and quantity offers.
5. System/32 as a Remote Terminal. For those busi­
nesses with branch offices, warehouses, etc., 
sharing a common inventory, as in the First Bank
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System, automatic ordering could be implemented. 
Many small computer systems, including the System/ 
32, have the hardware capability for communica­
tion interfaces to a central host computer, norm­
ally located in a central location. Each branch 
location would manage its inventory at the local 
level and make order decisions like those out­
lined in this paper. For each inventory item 
supplied by the central location, orders could 
be generated and transmitted via the communica­
tion interface.
In addition, inventory status could be trans­
mitted as disbursement activity is updated on the 
remote station, providing the central location 
with more timely information regarding inventory 
depletion. This information could be utilized 
to help prevent stockouts at the central location 
and the resulting stockout at the branch. Those 
responsible for managing the inventory at the 
central location would be in a better position 
to keep inventory levels from being depleted.
Extension
This type of system can have applications in similar 
business functions. Any business managing an inventory can 
apply the same kind of analysis and design to reduce the time 
and costs involved in managing that inventory. While the 
actual file and program designs would have to be tailored 
to fit the particular type of inventory being managed, any 
inventory system could apply this same kind of design. That 
is, the physical inventory would be computer managed with all 
activity against the inventory being processed by the system.
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In any environment where it is feasible to process all receipt 
and disbursement activity by a computer system, this physical 
inventory system will be able to supply management with the 
same kinds of reports detailed in this paper.
Any inventory considered would need the proper anal­
ysis as to costs and need for such a system. The capability 
is here; the remaining question to be answered is which systems 
need the increased capabilities of a computer based inventory 
system.
Conclusion
This paper has attempted to draw together the various 
elements that contribute to shape the small computer system 
with an actual system design. The first chapter focused on 
the emergence of small systems as a separate entity within 
the scope of computer applications. Using this brief over­
view, the chapter then introduced the reader to a particular 
systems analysis that was to be used as the basis of this 
paper and as a vehicle for expressing the author's views on 
the design and implementation of a small system.
The second, third, and fourth chapters detailed the 
system analysis, system design, and program design that 
represent the final product. A word of caution 5^ in order. 
Both the system and the component programs have been designed 
without the benefit of a System/32 to make the system opera­
tional. The analysis and design was completed before delivery 
of the System/32 to the bank. This system, as with any system,
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will require a number of changes before it can become opera­
tional. For the most part these changes would be transparent 
to the user as most of the changes would be concerned with 
programming logic and other technical considerations. The 
only changes that would become apparent to the user would be 
possible changes in fields, records, form layouts, etc., for 
efficiency and other considerations. Except in an extreme 
case, none of these changes would alter the system as docu­
mented in this paper other than minor documentation changes.
The real test of the forms and supplies inventory 
system will be its acceptance or rejection by bank personnel. 
The successful implementation of a sound system can convince 
the often reluctant small businessman of the potential of 
computer processing. A critical factor in any system such 
as this is its ability to demonstrate to management that the 
new system can replace and improve the existing business pro­
cedures. A successful implementation can, not only win the 
approval of a skeptical, traditional, "seat-of-the-pants" 
management but, also foster an appreciation of computer based 
system capabilities and a desire to explore additional appli­
cations within the firm.
If the system can be demonstrated to offer a prac­
tical, working solution to the inventory problems at the First 
National Bank, the remaining question will be one of acceptance 
by those who come in contact with the system. If those person­
nel who are involved in areas managed by the system refuse to 
support the system properly and circumvent its control, the
system is destined to fail. On the other hand, the coopera­
tion of bank personnel in a sincere attempt to implement and 
sustain a sound system will guarantee its success.
APPENDIX I
Supply Requisition Form
ORDER-Tuesday § Thursday 
FILLED-Wednesday 6 Friday
SUPPLY REQUISITION
QUANTITY FORM NUMBER OR DESCRIPTION
DEPARTMENT PERSON REQUISITIONING
APPENDIX II
First Service Corporation Purchase Requisition Form
*.«-*» P U R C H A S E  R E Q U IS IT IO N
TO:
F i r s t  s e r v i c e  c o r p o r a t i o n
P L E A S E  F U R N IS H  T H E  F O L L O W IN G *
8
H  __________________________________________ .____________________
I T O
P ______________________________ _ _____________________
1. AVOID WASTE —  Always check unfilled orders before piecing 
e new order.
2. Send original to  Purchasing Department and reta in duplicate 
for your records.
2. Whan confirm ation* are received from  Purchasing Department —  
attach to  your duplieete order.
4. Use a separate requisition fo r rubber stamps (confirmations a r t  
not sent as service is very prom pt}.
5. When delivery is completed and invoice is received from  Pun 
chasing Department —  file  your dup lica te copy and confirmatioa 
in a separate folder.
O F F IC E R * OATS DATS R E Q U IS IT IO N
OK W A N TE D NUM B E R
.J0T
1 8840
Q U A N T ITY
W A N TE D
FORM NUMBER OR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION 
(Pleats uta separata space tor each item)
D O  N O T  W R IT E  IN  T H IS  S P A C E
O RDER PROM O RDERED C HECK ED
N 5
ORIGINAL — Forward to First Service Corporation
APPENDIX III
Local Vendor Purchase Requisition Form
PURCHASE REQUISITION
T O _________________________________________________________________________
REQUISITION
------------------------  N? 228
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
T O  S00 CtNTRAl AVCNUC
GREAT FALLS. MONTANA 89401
O FFICERS
OK
DATE DATE
W ANTED
QUANTITY
W ANTED
F O R M  N U M B E R  O R  C O M P L E T E  D E S C R IP T IO N  
(PLEASE USE SEPARATE SPACE FOR EACH ITEM )
DO NOT W R ITE  
IN  T H IS  SPACE
ORDERED CHECKED
I .  R e q u is it io n  Num bcs m u s t appeai o r  u i .  cotMSPOWCECf a m  invo ices  1. Ip  n c rc h a n o is (  i t  r o t  a v a j la j ia  a s  m i x  v a i t o  h jcase  lonrr b i
StSAtDJIO TN It PUACHAM. «IV IN« MATAVAILASLf M i l .
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Field Name
APPENDIX IV 
Update File Record Layout
Bytes (Unpacked) Bytes (Packed)
F0RM#1 8 —
QTYIN 4 -
PRICE 5 -
QDIS1 3 -
QDIS2 3 -
QDIS3 3 -
QDIS4 3 -
QDIS5 3 -
QDIS6 3 -
QDIS7 3 -
QDIS8 3 -
QDIS9 3 -
QDIS10 3 -
0BTAG1 1 -
CANCEL 3 -
DELTG1 1 -
Total 52 -
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Field Name
APPENDIX V 
Master File Record Layout 
Bytes (Unpacked) Bytes (Packed)
KEY 3 -
FORM#2 8 -
DESRPT 40 -
0BTAG2 1 -
LDTIME 2 -
SAFSTK 3 2
QTY1 3 2
PRICEl 5 3
QTY2 3 2
PRICEl 5 3-
QTY2 3 2
PRICE3 5 3
DTDRAW 6 4
VENDOR 4 3
ORDER 3 2
ORDQTY 4 3
DELTG2 1 -
Total 98 84
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Field Name 
FORM#3 
DEPT 
USE, 1 
USE, 2 
USE, 3
USE,10 
USE,11 
USE,12 
CST, 1 
CST, 2 
CST, 3
CST,10 
CST,11 
CST,12 
OBTAG3 
DELTG3
Total
APPENDIX VI 
History File Record Layout
Bytes (Unpacked) 
8 
2 
4 
4 
4
4
4
4
5 
5 
5
5
5
5
1
1
120
Bytes (Packed)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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